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The one question that civilized scientist asked themselves on
the subject, could not be answered because the question answered
itself.
THE PRESENT MORALS AND THEORIES, MANKIND WOULD HAVE TO PETRIFY AND NOT DETERIORATE WITH
AGE.. . ._ . ."
In a layman's language, we would have to turn to stone when
one died.
But there is a scientific report that gives the reasons and the
possibilities to how a global catastrophe takes place, which also matches
American Indian legends.
A) At present, there is no scientific evidence on a power or event
that causes this catastrophe. There is only theories that cannot
be supported by a known science.
B) The report, SYNTHETISISCHE ARTBIDUNG, by Nilsson of Germany
identifies the existence of an unknown science and pure logic
Catastrophe that forced the world to begin a new lifestyle
without any knowledge to the old one.
that caused this destruction was violent and this
2)This power
violence would have to be at a MEGATUDE that it destroyed all knowledge and wisdoms of all past civilized cultures including
those who may have came into this knowledge. 3)This power' would have to be in scientific elements not
resently known by the scientific community.
P h)Because of presentday Archeaology finds and their conditions,
the power of this violence would have to be instant.
I heveheard songs., watched dances, and listened to legends not only
of other Indian tribes in the United States and Canada, but my own on
the SìssetonWahpeton Sioux Reservation in which the National Guard and
State Police burned our Tents, destroyed our foods and objects of the
Ritual, and gave us a good beating in the year' of 1936 for relating
the. Same facts given by Nilsson ín SYNTHETISISCHE ARTBIDUNG, making 
is last time ritual. Could
one believe, he could have been there on th
have been! I'm not saying he was there, only his scientific conclusions
matched the legends, of my people. _ . A

